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Abstract

Aerosol technology is a promising platform to synthesize and study core-
shell nanoparticles – a multi-elemental nanoparticle system where the core
of one material is covered by a shell of another material. In this thesis,
two distinctly separate strategies have been explored to synthesize core-
shell nanoparticles by aerosol methods: physical vapor deposition (PVD) by
evaporation, and surface segregation via thermal treatment.

Using a novel aerosol PVD design with a local heater to decouple shell mate-
rial heating from the aerosol, Zn condensation on Au core particles was stud-
ied and compared to a simple model based on kinetic gas theory and Comsol
simulations. Elemental characterization with electron microscopy did, how-
ever, reveal an AuZn alloy instead of the intended core-shell morphology.
Growth was additionally found to be limited by homogenous nucleation of
Zn vapor.

In contrast, tube furnace heating of spark discharge generated CuAg ag-
glomerates demonstrated the possibility to obtain both a quasi-Janus and
a core-shell nanoparticle morphology, simply by tuning the furnace tem-
perature to control the surface segregation. The chemical composition of
core and shell phases determined by machine learning algorithms applied
to elemental maps of the particles were in congruence with X-ray Photo-
electron Spectroscopy measurements. Further elemental characterization of
the spark discharge generated CuAg particles revealed a low inter-particle
compositional variance, the reason of which remains to be investigated.
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Introduction

1.1 Nanoparticles

Nanoscience or nanotechnology can, in broad terms, be said to be the manip-
ulation of atomic and molecular to nanoscaled structures, with at least one
dimension smaller than 100 nm. One of the most fundamental nanostruc-
tures are nanoparticles (NPs): objects with all physical dimensions smaller
than 100 nm [1]. On this length-scale, NPs may bridge the properties be-
tween atomic or molecular structures and bulk materials [2], where the NPs’
properties generally diverge more from their bulk counterparts with decreas-
ing sizes. These often exotic properties are leveraged in a diverse range of
applications. The high surface-to-volume ratio makes NPs very effective
in catalysis [3]; bio-compatible NPs are utilized in cancer detection and
treatment [4], and quantum confinement effects lend NPs tunable optical
properties [5] with applications in, e.g., optoelectronics and biomedicine.

Considering the broad scope of NP applications, there is a demand for accu-
rate synthesis of engineered NPs with tailored size, shape and composition.
We can crudely divide synthesis routes after the physical phases of the sur-
rounding medium: the solid phase, the liquid phase and the gaseous phase.
A subset of gas-phase synthesis techniques is the production and manipula-
tion of NPs in the aerosol phase, i.e., a NP-gas suspension, which has been
the methodology used in this thesis.

1.1.1 Aerosol nanoparticles

An aerosol is a suspension of microscopic liquid or solid particles in a gas.
Everyday examples include byproducts from natural phenomena, such as
fire smoke, salt particles from ocean sprays and atmospheric water droplets
in clouds [6, p. 1].

Deterministic synthesis of engineered aerosol NPs has been researched for
decades. The aerosol route of producing NPs has the benefit of being con-
tinuous and solvent free. If gaseous precursors are not used, these methods
produce minimal waste products, in stark contrast to chemical solvent syn-
thesis. Indeed, ablating bulk materials into NPs in a top-down fashion is
attractive in its potential simplicity, and has been the main strategy for
aerosol generation in our group by means of thermal evaporation [7] and
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spark ablation [8], the latter of which has been the method used for creating
NPs in this work.

The continuous aspect of aerosol NP generation cannot be stressed enough.
Suspending NPs in the gas phase allows for continuous manipulation via
sophisticated aerosol technology tools for electric charging, size filtering and
counting of the particles. Choosing a desired particle size (within certain
limits) is as easy as flicking a switch. Coupling the size selected particle flow
to a furnace allows for online and unsupported sintering and evaporation
investigations of NPs.

1.1.2 Core-shell aerosol nanoparticles

Further opportunities for aerosol NP manipulation and characterization
seem limited only by imagination. Recent works have, for instance, imple-
mented in-flight Raman spectroscopy [9] of and physical vapor deposition
(PVD) onto the suspended NPs [10]. The latter is an interesting approach
for making a promising, yet in aerosol synthesis relatively unexplored, subset
of NPs: core-shell NPs.

A core-shell NP consists of a core particle of one material covered by a shell of
another material. The interest in this morphology stems from the possibility
to combine properties of separate materials or to achieve enhanced properties
in synergistic material effects. As an example, capping a semiconductor
core particle with a shell of a wider bandgap semiconductor improves the
core material’s photo-luminescence and quantum yield [11]. Passivating a
magnetic core with a biocompatible shell has important applications as MRI
contrast agents and for targeted cancer therapy [12]. In catalysis, where
the surface composition is the most important catalyst property, the use of
expensive noble metals can be reduced by having a cheap core supporting
the catalytically active shell [13].

1.2 Motivation and outline of thesis

As mentioned, a strategy for continuous synthesis of core-shell NPs is de-
positing a shell onto the suspended core particles via some PVD method.
In low pressure condition synthesis, such as inert gas condensation, sput-
tering a shell onto core NPs has successfully yielded high-quality core-shell
and core-multishell particles [14, 15]. Implementing similar approaches for
aerosol synthesis is attractive due to the obvious benefits of reduced process
complexity, including avoiding strict vacuum control and cleaning protocols.
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The goal of this thesis has been to develop a methodology for continuous
aerosol synthesis of core-shell NPs. One applied strategy has been the im-
plementation of a custom evaporator, described in Sec. 2.2.3, to deposit
a shell material onto core particles generated by spark ablation, described
in Sec. 2.1. To this end, Au core NPs were generated by spark ablation,
and Zn was evaporated as a shell material due to its high vapor pressure at
relatively low heating temperatures. A simple model based on kinetic gas
theory and Comsol modelling of the PVD chamber (Sec. 2.2.4) is compared
to the experimental results in Sec. 2.2.3 and Sec. 3.2.

The complexity of a secondary PVD coating step can be avoided by clever
NP material combinations. Mixing particles of immiscible materials with
different surface energies can be a viable route to attain core-shell NPs via
thermal induced surface segregation (discussed in Sec. 3.4 and Paper I),
which has been another avenue investigated within this work. The system
studied here has been CuAg NPs, generated by two separate, pure Cu and
Ag electrodes in the spark discharge generator. Electron microscopy and
elemental characterization (Sec. 3.1 and 3.2) have been important tech-
niques to characterize these structures; using machine learning techniques,
extraction of chemical phases from elemental data (Sec. 3.2.1) is compared
to X-ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy (Sec. 3.3).
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Aerosol nanoparticle genera-
tion, modification and on-line
characterization

2.1 The spark discharge generator

Spark ablation, conceived in 1988 by the authors in Ref. [16], has shown to
be a viable technique for large-scale, high-purity generation of aerosol NPs
[17]. The basic setup consists of a high-power, high-voltage source charging
a capacitor bank (capacitance C being typically 10 nF to 100 nF) with a
charging current I (ca. 1 mA to 50 mA), shunted to two conducting elec-
trodes separated by a gap of a few mm (see schematic in Fig. 2.1). At a high
enough voltage, the atmosphere between the electrodes breaks down into a
conducting plasma that the capacitor bank discharges its energy through,
ablating material from the electrodes’ surfaces. Often termed spark abla-
tion, we will call the system/process spark discharge generator/generation
(SDG) in this thesis.

Although conceptually a simple setup, there are several intricacies to the
process conditions and especially the physics behind the NP generation, a
few of which will be briefly mentioned here. During the capacitor bank
discharge, the current will oscillate back and forth between the electrodes,
as the equivalent electrical circuit can be modelled as an underdamped RLC-
circuit. It is often reported that the heat of the plasma, having temperature
between 10 000 K to 30 000 K [18, 19], drives the erosion (evaporation) of the
electrodes. Simultaneously, ionic bombardment lead to atom ejection from
the electrode surfaces [20, 21].

The ion-bombardment and evaporation create hot, supersaturated vapors
of electrode atoms, that due to rapid quenching in the surrounding carrier
gas [10] nucleate into singlet NPs, on the single-nanometer range. Collisions
between singlets can lead to complete coalescence as heat released from
the reduction in surface area raises the particle temperature [22]. At some
critical size, further collisions between the primary particles lead to non-
complete coalescence and the product in most cases are polydisperse fractal-
like agglomerates, due to the fast coagulation rate [23]. The ablated material
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(agglomerates) is subsequently transported with a carrier gas downstream
the aerosol circuit.

One of the most attractive benefits of SDG is the flexibility in choice of
electrode material: virtually any conducting material can be used, and SDG
has been used to synthesize monometallic NPs [8, 19], bimetallic NPs [21,
24], semiconducting NPs [25] and metallic-semiconducting mixed NPs [26].
As the current (and voltage) oscillates back and forth, energy oscillates
too, alternating the electrode being ablated. The oscillating nature of the
discharge is a crucial feature to obtain mixed particles when working with
electrodes of separate materials. This enabled the generation of mixed CuAg
NPs in this work by using one pure Cu electrode and one pure Ag electrode.

2.2 Extended aerosol setup

In many applications, we want monodisperse quasi-spherical NPs, a far cry
from the typical SDG product. To accomplish this we use common aersol
tools as depicted in Fig. 2.1. This section will describe their function and
uses.

Carrier gas in

Neutralizer

D
M

A
1

Furnace

ESP

Rotary pump

HV

D
M

A
2

Electrometer

Circuit model

SDG

Time-temperature

Figure 2.1: Experimental setup with equivalent circuit model for the SDG and schematic
of the aerosol circuit and instrumentation.
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2.2.1 Charging, size selection, counting and deposition

The primary tool to size-select NPs from a polydisperse aerosol is the Differ-
ential Mobility Analyzer (DMA). It filters particles based on their electrical
mobility: the ability to move in an electric field [6, p. 322], which is propor-
tional to ne/dm, where ne is the number of elementary charges attached to
the particle and dm is the particle mobility equivalent diameter. Before size
selection, we assign a known charge-distribution, an equilibrium Boltzmann
distribution, using a neutralizer: a radioactive source (Ni63) that emits beta
radiation and charges the aerosol within about a couple of seconds [6, p. 335-
338]. Note that for agglomerates, dm is the diameter of a spherical particle
with equivalent electrical mobility. In the case of spherical particles, dm and
the geometric particle diameter dp coincide [27].

Essentially, the DMA is a parallel plate capacitor where particle penetration
is controlled by the electric field. In a cylindrical DMA, which is the type
used here, the electric field is applied between two concentric cylinders: the
outer cylinder is grounded and a bias is applied to the inner cylinder. The
polydisperse aerosol flow Qa is let in close to the outer cylinder and a sheath
flow Qsh is let in in the center, between the electrodes. Particles with too
high electrical mobility either deposit on the inner or the outer electrodes,
depending on their polarity. Uncharged particles and particles with too low
electrical mobility are swept out with the sheath flow, whereas particles
within a certain electrical mobility range (resolution) exit the DMA as a
monodisperse aerosol. It can be shown that the resolution (FWHM) of the
DMA is Qa/Qsh [28]. In our setup, Qa = 1.68 L min−1 and Qsh = 10 L min−1

so the resolution is about dp ± 1/6 × dp, for spherical particles of diameter
dp.

To achieve a specific number or concentration of deposited aerosol NPs on
a substrate, we require information on their concentration in the carrier
gas. The charges attached to the NPs can be utilized to count them with
an electrometer. The electrometer samples the particles on a filter and
measures the induced current, which is directly proportional to the charged
particle concentration [29].

With a known carrier gas NP concentration, one can easily estimate the
particle surface concentration when depositing on a substrate. In our setup,
an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) has been used, which enables highly ef-
ficient deposition of charged sub-micron particles [30]. An ESP takes in
the aerosol flow and uses a strong electric field to deposit the particles on
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virtually any substrate supported on a biased plate. The concentration of
deposited spheroid NPs on the substrate can be calculated, assuming 100%
collection efficiency and laminar aerosol flow in the ESP, using the Preger
equation [31]:

csurf = tcgasEZp (2.1)

where t is the deposition time, cgas is the particle concentration in the carrier
gas, E is the electric field strength and Zp is the particle electrical mobility.

2.2.2 Thermal reshaping

To reshape the fractal-like agglomerates exiting the SDG into spheroid NPs,
we use a tube furnace. Heating the agglomerates will lead to sintering, or
compaction as often termed in aerosol technology. Compaction is driven
by atomic diffusion that depends on temperature and diffusion mechanism.
For aerosol NPs, it is believed that surface diffusion is the dominant mech-
anism as surface atoms can more easily diffuse than atoms in the bulk of
the particles [28]. After some time-temperature history in the furnace, the
agglomerates can be compacted such that a higher temperature will not
decrease their mobility diameters further, and the particles are essentially
spherical. Beyond this compaction temperature Tc, internal restructuring
may take place; for instance, grain growth leads to increased crystallinity of
the particles and particle mass can decrease due to evaporation [32].

Positioning the furnace between two DMAs in a so-called tandem-DMA
setup allows us to study the compaction process directly in the aerosol phase.
Setting the first DMA (DMA1) to a fixed mobility diameter and scanning
the mobility size distribution in the second DMA (DMA2) after the aerosol
has passed the tube furnace, enables tracking the evolution of the aerosol
mobility size distribution as a function of temperature. It is common to
study the change in the mean or mode of the distribution.

Consider the compaction of CuAg aerosol NPs, shown in Fig. 2.2, where
DMA1 has been set to a fixed mobility diameter of 35 nm. At room temper-
ature, the mobility diameters in DMA1 and DMA2 coincide, but as the fur-
nace temperature increases, the peak mobility diameter decreases in DMA2
as compaction initiates. In Fig. 2.2, this occurs already at 100 ◦C. For many
aerosol materials, especially noble metals, full compaction can be seen as a
sudden drop in mobility diameter, followed by a mobility diameter plateau
where full compaction has been reached [33]. Beyond Tc, evaporation can
be detected with continuously decreasing mobility diameter as function of
temperature.
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Figure 2.2: Compaction curve of CuAg aerosol particles.

Fig. 2.2 shows a rapid drop in the CuAg compaction curve at about 500 ◦C.
At a temperature of about Tc = 600 ◦C, a mobility diameter plateau is
reached, where the particles are fully compacted. Beyond 900 ◦C, the mo-
bility diameter decreases again, which can likely be attributed to Ag evap-
oration. Ag evaporation can qualitatively be described with the Knudsen
equation for the evaporation rate of an element:

Jev
A

=
pv√

2πmkT
(2.2)

where Jev/A is the evaporation rate per unit area at temperature T , pv and
m are the vapor pressure and the atomic mass of the material, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant. The area normalized evaporation rate is plotted for
a few materials using vapor pressure data from Ref. [34] in Fig. 2.3.

The evaporation rate of Ag is significantly higher than that of Cu, as seen
in Fig. 2.3 (note the log-scale), which may explain the mobility diameter
drop in Fig. 2.2 at ca. 900 ◦C. Ag evaporation is further corroborated by
elemental quantification of the NPs in Sec. 3.2. Increasing the tube furnace
temperature further would eventually increase the evaporation of Cu as well,
leading to a hefty material loss from the NPs and rapid decrease in mobility
diameter.
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Figure 2.3: Evaporation rate of Zn, Cu, Ag, Au and Fe.

2.2.3 PVD: thermal evaporation

One rational extension to the aerosol circuit in Fig. 2.1 to synthesize core-
shell NPs is a PVD chamber to evaporate a shell material onto compacted
core NPs. Previous works in online aerosol PVD to create inorganic core-
shell NPs have utilized a coating step with spark ablation [10] and furnaces
[35, 36, 37]. Simultaneously, growth of aerosol NPs by condensation is an
important technique for particle detection in concensation nuclei counters
[6, p. 292-294].

Spark ablation coating of core NPs is an interesting approach, but it seems
the high supersaturation of the ablated vapors and the non-continuous dis-
charging lead to core NP decoration of smaller particles instead of a coher-
ent shell [10]. Karlsson et al. [35] used a separate tube furnace to coat
size-selected, compacted Au particles with Ga by evaporation. The shell
growth, studied by a separate DMA, was controllable up to a certain evapo-
ration temperature after which homogenous nucleation of Ga decreased the
shell growth rate.

A more sophisticated evaporator implementation by Harra et al. [36] used
a sectional tube-furnace with two additional tube furnaces to minimize ho-
mogeneous nucleation losses following the first evaporation tube furnace.
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Similar to Karlsson et al. [35], they used a DMA to study the growth of Ag
on SiO2 and TiO2 core particles.

Apart from homogeneous nucleation of shell material, another issue with
using tube furnaces for evaporating a shell onto core aerosol NPs is that
the entire aerosol undergoes the heating process, which can lead to evapo-
ration of the core particles themselves and alloying between core and shell
materials. An alternative PVD design, suggested and implemented in this
work, is evaporation of a shell material by a local heater to avoid heating
the entire aerosol to the same temperature as the evaporating material. The
core aerosol is introduced to the PVD chamber through inlets and mixed
with the shell material vapor to accomplish growth of a shell material, as
shown in Fig. 2.4.

D
M

A
1

Furnace

D
M

A
2

Heat ment

Aerosol in

Aerosol out

Figure 2.4: Schematic evaporator setup.

Positioning the evaporator after DMA1 and the tube furnace allows for
deposition of a shell material onto compacted, monodisperse core particles.
Scanning DMA2 allows us to study the growth as a shift in the electrical
mobility size distribution toward larger electrical mobility diameters, shown
in Fig. 2.5.

Zn is a convenient material to study in PVD growth due to its high evap-
oration rate at low temperatures, compared to other metals (Fig. 2.3).
Growth by PVD is evident from the inset in Fig. 2.5, displaying a clear
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Figure 2.5: DMA scans of Zn growth onto Au core NPs. Note that the y-scale is a
combination of concentration and evaporator temperature for appropriate spacing between
each trace. Inset shows the shift in mean diameter, determined by Gaussian fits to each
DMA scan, as function of evaporator temperature.

increase in the mean diameter of the DMA scans for increasing evaporator
temperatures. The growth increases up to about 400 ◦C, after which growth
decreases. This is likely due to a competing effect of self nucleation of Zn
vapor in the supersaturated gas flow, similarly observed by Ref. [35], result-
ing in a leeching of Zn vapor. Note that the apparent lack of a Zn particle
peak at small mobility diameters in the DMA traces in Fig. 2.5 is likely due
to the absence of charges on these particles, being effectively invisible to the
electrometer.

The sectional tube furnace approached by Harra et al. [36] to minimize self-
nucleation of condensing Ag could lead to increased risk of alloying between
the constituent elements. Ultimately, self-nucleation limits the PVD process
in this setup. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.4, because growth rate is essentially
independent of core particle diameter, homogenous nucleation may set an
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upper limit for the shell thickness. Further, the thermal gradient in the
chamber leads to loss of aerosol NPs by thermophoretic deposition, i.e. mo-
mentum transfer from hot gas to cold gas, effectively pushing aerosol NPs
to deposit on sidewalls.

2.2.4 Modelling condensational shell growth

The rate of change of aerosol NP diameter in a PVD process can be described
with kinetic gas theory (see Appendix A) from the rate of collisions between
gaseous shell atoms and the aerosol NPs:

ddp
dt

=
2MαC(pv − pd)
ρNA

√
2πmkT

(2.3)

where M,ρ,m and pv is the molecular weight, density, mass and vapor pres-
sure of the condensing species, NA is Avogrado’s constant, k is Boltzmann’s
constant and αC is an accommodation factor (sticking probability), often
taken to be unity. pd, the increased vapor pressure over the curved particle
surface, is expressed with the Kelvin equation:

pd = ps exp

(
4γM

ρRTdp

)
(2.4)

where ps is the equilibrium vapor pressure over a flat surface, γ is the surface
energy of the particle and R is the gas constant. Eq. 2.4 states that the
vapor pressure over NPs increases exponentially with decreasing diameter;
it further implies that a supersaturation of the condensing vapor is required
for net growth in Eq. 2.3. Interestingly, if we can neglect the Kelvin effect,
eq. 2.3 states that the growth rate is diameter independent, a good approxi-
mation if the particle temperature is significantly lower than the evaporation
temperature. This is shown in Fig. 2.6 for a simulated distribution of Au
aerosol NPs growing at different Zn evaporation temperatures, with a lower,
fixed aerosol NP temperature.

In reality, the particle temperature inside the evaporation chamber varies
with position and evaporator temperature. Since this is difficult to measure,
we have used Comsol Multiphysics to simulate an average time-temperature
history for a group of particles travelling through a model of the chamber, at
different evaporator temperatures. This allows for a more realistic view of
Zn condensation/evaporation from the Au particles using the condensational
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Figure 2.6: 104 N(20 nm, 1 nm) distributed Au aerosol NPs growing for 1.0 s at different
Zn evaporation temperatures. The particle temperatures are assumed to be 100 ◦C in all
cases, and the Zn vapor pressure is assumed constant throughout the growth.

growth equation (eq. 2.3), shown in top of Fig. 2.7. Using this time-
temperature history, we can compare the growth expected by eq. 2.3 to the
growth measured by the DMA setup, shown in the inset in Fig. 2.5.

Even at higher evaporator temperatures, the top plot in Fig. 2.7 shows
that the particles experience only moderate temperatures during growth,
making Zn re-evaporation from the Au core NPs negligible. Despite this,
the observed growth deviates significantly from the theoretical final particle
sizes in the bottom of Fig. 2.7. One reason for is that the constant Zn vapor
pressure assumed throughout the growth process is a poor simplification;
Zn vapor will quickly be lost to sidewalls (thermophoresis and diffusion)
and homogenous nucleation, due to the high supersaturation and thermal
gradient.
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ulations. Bottom: measured and predicted growth of Zn on 20 nm Au aerosol NPs as
function of evaporation temperature.
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Ex situ characterization

3.1 Electron microscopy

Electron microscopy (EM) is an essential characterization technique for
nanostructures, and superior to visible light microscopy in terms of reso-
lution. Still, EM shares principal commonalities with light microscopes. In
EM, the ”light” source is an electron gun emitting electrons that are accel-
erated with an acceleration voltage Vacc, decreasing the electrons’ de Broglie
wavelengths to the order of picometers. The electron beam is manipulated
with electromagnetic coil lenses and shaped to a broad beam or a small spot
depending on imaging mode.

Upon interacting with the sample, the electron beam generates several sig-
nals that can be used to acquire different types of sample information and
images. Two types of EM have been used here: scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). An SEM scans a con-
verged electron beam and images the sample using electrons from the beam
that reflect on the sample, called backscattered electrons (BSE), and/or
electrons emitted from the sample, called secondary electrons (SE). SEM is
a quick way to get an overview of size and shape of NPs, as well for mea-
suring particle size distributions. Fig. 3.1 shows example SEM micrographs
of aerosol NPs deposited with the ESP and the excellent monodispersity
obtained when using the tandem DMA setup to size select the particles.

In a TEM, the electron beam is transmitted through the sample. Depend-
ing on the sample composition, and what angle from the optical axis the
transmitted electrons are captured, we can get different image contrasts.
The resolution is so high, that single atomic columns can be resolved. TEM
is hence a unique technique to study the atomic structure of NPs. Many
TEMs have the possibility to either image the sample with a parallel beam,
conventional TEM (CTEM), or scanning a focused probe of the beam, called
scanning TEM (STEM). Collecting electrons scattered at high angles, called
high angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM, is excellent for multielemen-
tal structures, as the HAADF mass contrast scales with the atomic number
as ∼ Z1.8. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of HAADF-STEM micrographs of
30 nm CuAg nanoparticles synthesized at different tube furnace tempera-
tures. Mass contrast between Cu and Ag is clear at 750 ◦C and 950 ◦C,
where we observe a quasi-Janus and core-shell morphology respectively.
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150 nm
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500 nm

Figure 3.1: SEM micrographs (left column) and size distributions (right column) of
tandem DMA size-selected CuAg particles deposited by ESP at electrical mobility set to
10 nm, 20 nm and 30 nm.
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Figure 3.2: HAADF-STEM micrographs of ca. 30 nm CuAg aerosol nanoparticles com-
pacted at furnace temperatures of 750 ◦C, 850 ◦C and 950 ◦C. Scale bar is 20 nm.

3.2 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

Irradiating a sample with an energetic electron beam will lead to some in-
elastic electron-electron collisions where the accelerated electrons can knock
out a core electron in the sample. One way the excited atom can relax
is recombining the core hole with an electron from a higher energy shell,
emitting the energy difference as an element characteristic X-ray. These
characteristic X-rays can be detected and analyzed with a technique called
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
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Figure 3.3: Ag distribution in CuAg aerosol particles synthesized at 750 ◦C, 850 ◦C and
950 ◦C.
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Coupled with EM, we can image the sample and interrogate its elemental
composition. Benefits of SEM-EDX is that we can obtain an ensemble-
average of the sample composition by integrating the signal over a large
number of particles. In (S)TEM-EDX, we can limit the beam size to inter-
rogate individual NPs and obtain an inter-particle compositional variance.
Inter-particle compositional variance is poorly understood for NPs generated
by SDG, and was studied for the CuAg aerosol NPs in order to determine
how the composition varies from one NP to the next by studying 30 individ-
ual particles per compaction temperature (750 ◦C, 850 ◦C and 950 ◦C; Fig.
3.3).

Fig. 3.3 supports that the observed second mobility diameter drop in the
compaction curve (Fig. 2.2) is likely due to Ag evaporation, as the Ag
content in the NPs compacted at 950 ◦C is significantly less than in NPs
compacted at the lower temperatures. To the best of our knowledge, litera-
ture on compositional variance in bimetallic NPs generated by coagulating
particles is scarce. The results here indicate that the variance is rather low,
implying that aerosol synthesis routes can produce well defined bimetallic
NPs not only in terms of size (Fig. 3.1), but also in composition. Indeed,
the compositional variance here is comparable to that in optimized chemical
synthesis routes [38].

Figure 3.4: STEM-EDX maps of the CuAg particles in Fig. 3.2. Scale bar is 20 nm.
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Further, using STEM-EDX with sub-nm probes, we can map the spatial ex-
tent of each element present in single NPs, arguably one of the most impor-
tant techniques for core-shell NP characterization. In Fig. 3.4, STEM-EDX
maps of the Cu-Ag particles in Fig. 3.2 show the elemental distribution of
Cu and Ag, confirming a quasi-Janus morphology for particles synthesized at
750 ◦C and a core-shell morphology for particles synthesized at both 850 ◦C
and 950 ◦C. For a definition of quasi-Janus NPs, see Sec. 3.4.

Studying the Au-Zn particles synthesized by on-line PVD as described in
Sec. 2.2.3, STEM-EDX reveals that the particles did not adopt a core-shell
morphology as expected, instead the elemental distribution suggest the NPs
form an alloy phase (Fig 3.5).

Figure 3.5: HAADF-STEM micrograph and STEM-EDX maps of AuZn particles gen-
erated by SDG and on-line PVD. Scalebar is 10 nm.

Since AuZn forms a variety of compounds over its compositional range, it
is likely that the temperature-time history in the evaporator (Fig. 2.7)
was significant enough to alloy the particles. This is a side-effect that is
definitely present for miscible core-shell materials using PVD with a tube
furnace where the entire aerosol is heated [35, 36] and seems unfortunately to
be an issue with our design of a local heater, at least in the present chamber
design with the settings used to synthesize the particles in Fig. 3.5. It is
however questionable if a different chamber design where the core particle
temperature is kept even lower would lead to the intended effect of adatom
shell growth. Instead, a steeper thermal gradient may promote homogenous
nucleation of the evaporating species, and hence growth of core particles via
coagulation.
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3.2.1 Unmixing EDX maps to quantify chemical phases

While EDX maps like the ones in Fig. 3.4 can lead to insight in terms of how
elements distribute in multielemental NPs, EDX is inherently limited in that
it only can yield elemental data. However, the data format of EDX maps
lends itself well to be studied by ”big data” multivariate statistical methods.
The basic idea for these methods applied to EDX and similar techniques is to
linearly decompose the spectra to spectral components and their correspond-
ing loadings for each spatial position [39, p. 27]. The spectral components
can in some cases be interpreted as chemical phases in the sample, with the
spatial distribution of these phases given by the loadings. An impressive
example on core-shell NPs is the analysis by Rossouw et al. [40], where the
spectral components accurately described the core and shell compositions,
as verified by analysing pure core and pure shell NPs separately.
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Figure 3.6: NMF of the STEM-EDX map of the core-shell CuAg NP compacted at
750 ◦C in Fig. 3.4, with spectral components in the right column and loading maps in the
left column.
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For hyperspectral data such as EDX, principal component analysis (PCA)
is the most common multivariate method. In PCA, a dataset with a large
number of correlated variables (here: energy channels) is reduced to a small
set of uncorrelated variables, representing new spectral components of the
dataset; their weight in each observation (pixel) is the loadings [39, p. 28].
EDX maps can be thought of as a data cube with dimensions i× j number
of pixels (observations), times k number of channels (variables), typically
1024 to 2048. PCA, then, takes the k channels and reduces them to n < k
spectral components consisting of a linear, uncorrelated mix of the k original
channels. The spatial distribution of these can then be represented in new
maps of the spectral component maps, where each spectral component in
some cases can be related to chemical phases of the sample [39].
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Figure 3.7: NMF of the STEM-EDX map of the core-shell CuAg NP compacted at
850 ◦C in Fig. 3.4, with spectral components in the right column and loading maps in the
left column.

One issue with PCA is the orthogonality restriction on the new spectral
components; they can, for instance, contain negative intensities, which lim-
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its physical interpretation. To overcome this, a related technique called
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) has been used in this work to de-
compose EDX maps. NMF is similar to PCA, except it puts additional
constraints on the new spectral components such that they cannot be nega-
tive. This is a natural constraint on spectral data since we would in reality
not record negative intensities [39, p. 34]. The result of performing NMF on
the STEM-EDX maps in Fig. 3.4 is shown in Figs. 3.6 – 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: NMF of the STEM-EDX map of the core-shell CuAg NP compacted at
950 ◦C in Fig. 3.4, with spectral components in the right column and loading maps in the
left column.

Figs. 3.6 – 3.8 display the ability of NMF to unmix Cu rich and Ag rich
parts. For the quasi-Janus particle (Fig. 3.6), a Cu face is separated from
an Ag face; for the core-shell particles in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, we see a Cu
rich core separated from an Ag rich shell. In contrast to the EDX-maps
in Fig. 3.4, the core and shell parts are characterized by different spectral
components that can be separately quantified. Hence, we can estimate the
chemical composition of the core and shell separately, summarized in table
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3.1.

The ability to separate overlapping phases in complex nanostructures such
as these particles makes NMF superior to other multivariate techniques
like clustering. One must however carefully note that strongly overlapping
phases, like those in the core-shell NPs, may be susceptible to some signal-
mixing. For instance, Cu and Ag signal from the core may show up in the
shell and vice versa. The extent of this problem may be larger for NPs
with more intermixed phases (i.e. particles compacted at 850 ◦C; Fig. 3.7)
compared to NPs with more separated phases (i.e. particles compacted at
750 ◦C and 950 ◦C; Figs. 3.6 and 3.8).

Table 3.1: Average composition in Cu rich and Ag rich spectral components determined
by NMF.

750 ◦C 850 ◦C 950 ◦C
Cu-rich phase Ag-rich phase Cu core Ag shell Cu core Ag shell

Cu (at. %) 97.9± 3.0 11.7± 2.2 89.4± 3.5 11.8± 1.5 99.9± 0.1 28.0± 8.1
Ag (at. %) 2.1± 3.0 88.3± 2.2 10.6± 3.5 88.2± 1.5 0.1± 0.1 72.0± 8.1

3.3 X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy

Illuminating NP samples with X-rays can, like the electron beam, eject core
electrons from sample atoms. These electrons can be captured and analyzed
using X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS). Unlike EDX, XPS can ob-
tain compositional information and chemical state information by measuring
the photo-electrons’ kinetic energy: relating it with the photon energy, we
obtain the electron binding energy which will be a function of the bonding
environment of the atom ejecting the photo-electron. XPS can therefore
complement EDX analysis, which only provides elemental information. On
the other hand, XPS always provides an ensemble average of NP properties,
and is very surface sensitive: photo-electrons can only penetrate through the
first few atomic layers of the NPs, whereas characteristic X-rays come from
the entire NP. Nonetheless, XPS is valuable when characterizing core-shell
NP surfaces.

Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 show Cu and Ag XPS spectra obtained at MAX IV for
30 nm CuAg particles compacted at 850 ◦C (Fig. 3.4), normalized by beam
intensity and photo-absorption cross sections. Asymmetric Doniach-Sunjic
lines were fitted to the main peaks and integrated to estimate the relative
surface concentrations of Cu and Ag, shown in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.10: Ag 3d 5/2 and 3/2 XPS spectra.

Table 3.2: Surface composition of 30 nm Cu-Ag NPs compacted at 850 ◦C, determined
by XPS.

Cu (at.%) Ag (at.%)

Shell composition 22 78

Compared to the shell composition obtained by NMF for particles synthe-
sized in identical conditions (Table 3.1), the XPS quantification results in
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Table 3.2 agree quite well. The slightly higher Cu concentration obtained
by XPS could be due to sample ageing leading to minor Cu oxidation and a
higher presence of Cu at NP surfaces. This is however challenging to verify
with the current spectral information in Fig. 3.9 as Cu and Cu+ have very
similar spectral features.

Combining XPS analysis as an independent surface sensitive technique with
multivariate analysis of EDX maps is an important step to verify the valid-
ity of machine learning methods like NMF for chemical quantification, and
something that to the best of our knowledge has not been considered before.

3.4 Surface segregation

The preceding sections 3.1 – 3.3 have demonstrated the feasibility to synthe-
size aerosol core-shell Cu-Ag NPs without a separate coating step like that
used in PVD. The reason for this result is attributed to surface segregation,
where one element segregates toward the surface of the particle. In this
setup, the thermal treatment in the tube furnace (Fig. 2.1) is the driving
force that enables Ag to enrich at the surface as demonstrated in Figs. 3.4
– 3.8.

Producing core-shell NPs via this route requires tinkering in the choice of
materials. Firstly, the constituents should have low solubility, which indeed
is the case for Cu and Ag. Why is Ag preferred at the surface? A general
observation in immiscible NP systems is that the element with the larger
atomic radius and lower surface energy tends to occupy the surface [41].
This, too, is the case for the Cu-Ag system (see Paper I).

As the Cu-Ag aggregates pass through the tube furnace, the thermal energy
allow them to compact (Fig. 2.2); at higher temperatures, surface segrega-
tion occurs to create well-defined Cu and Ag domains in the particles. At
lower temperatures (750 ◦C), the particles obtain a quasi-Janus morphology,
shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.6. Janus, named after the two-faced Roman god,
indicates the presence of a Cu and Ag face. Quasi-Janus here means that
the particles are not exactly divided in two ”faces”, rather Ag wraps around
the Cu face, most clearly seen in Fig. 3.6.

Similar observations for the Cu-Ag system have been made for synthesis by
surface dewetting [42] and chemical synthesis [43]. In the former work, the
authors attributed the substrate temperature and Ag content being deciding
factors for the Janus or core-shell morphology, where a higher Ag content
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lead to a prevalence of the Janus morphology. More specifically, the au-
thors identified a critical Ag shell thickness of 3 nm to 4 nm, beyond which
the Janus configuration was preferred. Assuming a ”perfect” core-shell mor-
phology (see definition in Appendix B) for particles in the STEM-EDX maps
(Fig. 3.4) with the average composition determined by TEM-EDX in Fig.
3.3, a simple geometrical derivation (eq. B.3 in Appendix B) leads to shell
thickness estimations of ca. 4.9 nm, 4.8 nm and 1.8 nm, for the CuAg NPs
compacted at 750 ◦C, 850 ◦C and 950 ◦C, respectively. Though the shell
thicknesses are not exactly comparable due to core-shell mixing as deter-
mined by NMF (Table 3.1), a high Ag content can in aerosol NPs can lead
to both quasi-Janus and core-shell morphologies, depending on compaction
temperatures.

Interestingly, in the chemical synthesis approach, the authors in Ref. [43]
determine the opposite trend; that is, a higher Ag content lead to a transition
from a quasi-Janus morphology to a core-shell morphology, in contrast to
what was observed in the thermal dewetting synthesis by Ref. [42]. In their
thermodynamical model, the energy difference between the quasi-Janus and
core-shell configurations decrease with increasing Ag content, such that the
core-shell morphology may prevail for high Ag contents.

In contrast to both methods presented by Refs. [42, 43], we observe a
core-shell configuration for low and high Ag contents in compacted aerosol
NPs. The stability of the core-shell NPs compacted at 850 ◦C which had
a significantly higher Ag content than the ones compacted at 950 ◦C may
benefit from the increased solubility of Ag in Cu, and Cu in Ag (Table 3.1).
Indeed, the higher compaction temperature at 950 ◦C may promote Ag sur-
face segregation, albeit the cost of Ag evaporation that simultaneously leads
to the formation of a thinner shell. It is interesting to note that we can
tune the chemical configuration mainly through the compaction tempera-
ture (through evaporation), although recent work on SDG process control
indicates composition can be tuned directly in the synthesis step by changing
certain process parameters [44]. Compared to other physical and chemical
routes, the aerosol synthesis with an equilibrating heat treatment allow us
to study surface segregation in unsupported NPs, free from influence by
supporting substrate and chemicals.

In our recently published paper (Paper I), we compared molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of the Cu-Ag system to our experimental findings. Using
the embedded-atom potential by Ref. [45], we were able to closely replicate
the experimental findings (Fig. 3.4) by using the same chemical composition
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determined by TEM-EDX (Fig. 3.3) and compaction temperatures used in
the synthesis. Although MD simulations cannot afford a system of the same
size as our 30 nm particles, a similar trend of transition from quasi-Janus to
core-shell was observed for smaller (2.5 nm to 4.2 nm) and larger (ca. 10 nm)
particles alike, simply by increasing the compaction temperature.
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Conclusion and outlooks

Aerosol synthesis is a promising route to synthesize core-shell NPs. In this
work, we have studied two fundamentally different aerosol processes to ob-
tain core-shell particles: PVD by thermal evaporation and heat-induced sur-
face segregation. Instead of the previously studied approaches to connect
additional tube furnaces for evaporation, we have to a high extent decoupled
the heating of shell material and the aerosol by a newly designed PVD re-
actor in which material is locally heated and evaporated. While simulations
indicated the aerosol can be kept at a significantly lower temperature than
the evaporator, it was high enough to alloy the core Au aerosol NPs and the
condensing Zn. The high thermal gradient further limits the shell growth
process due to homogenous nucleation and thermophoresis of the gaseous
Zn.

Still, PVD with local heating could be a more appropriate and preferable
design choice than evaporation with a tube furnace. To study the growth
process better, switching core and shell materials to an immiscible combina-
tion is a rational step forward. Precisely this approach was used to success-
fully demonstrate aerosol synthesis of quasi-Janus and core-shell particles
by heat-induced surface segregation of Cu and Ag. Machine learning al-
gorithms on STEM-EDX maps allowed us to determine the composition of
chemical phases of the core and shell components, the accuracy of which
was compared to XPS as an independent surface composition technique.
Investigating applicability and accuracy of chemical phase composition de-
termination by multivariate methods like NMF is a worthwhile endeavour,
especially for core-shell nanoparticles, as it may extend the fundamental ca-
pabilities of EDX beyond elemental spectroscopy. For that reason, it is a
logic strategy to compare results obtained by NMF to other compositional
techniques like XPS, as well as modelling. The abilities and limitations of
algorithms like NMF to separate between strongly overlapping and/or in-
termixing phases, as in the Cu-Ag core-shell NPs compacted at 850 ◦C, is
another open question that requires further attention.

Currently, other material systems suitable for core-shell synthesis by surface
segregation are being studied in our group using Molecular Dynamics simu-
lations [46], and a continued research route will be to compare these systems
experimentally. To that end, the aerosol route may be ideal to study this
phenomenon as the particles are unsupported by substrates and solvents. To
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ensure a desired morphology, controlling the chemical composition may be
key, yet studying the compositional homogeneity is often overlooked in gas
phase synthesis of NPs. For that reason, we carefully considered the inter-
particle compositional variance by interrogating 30 individual CuAg NPs
with TEM-EDX. It was found that the compositional variance was low –
comparable to optimized chemical methods [38] – which is a further benefit
of SDG as a NP synthesis method. The reason for the narrow composi-
tional distribution in spark ablation is unknown and remain to be explored.
Additionally, controlling the discharge process in spark ablation has demon-
strated the feasibility of tuning the NP composition by changing the circuit
resistance [44]. We have made similar investigations and this will be further
studied within this project.
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Appendix A
Condensational growth of aerosol
nanoparticles

The rate at which an aerosol NP grows or shrinks due to condensation or
evaporation, respectively, is nothing but the rate at which atoms from the
gas arrive minus the rate at which atoms from the NP leave. Multiplying
that with the atomic volume will yield the rate of volume change, which can
be translated to the rate of diameter change of the aerosol NP, a convenient
formulation when using DMAs to measure NP diameter.

To derive an expression for condensational growth of aerosol NPs, we need
to know the rate at which atoms in the gas hit an aerosol NP of area A.
We can analogously think of how many gas molecules that pass an area A
in the same direction during ∆t in one dimension (flux), #collisions/∆tA.
In ∆t, this will be

z = 〈v+x 〉n (A.1)

where 〈v+x 〉 is the average 1D positive velocity and n is the concentration of
gas molecules. In 1D, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of gas molecule
velocities is

f(vx) dvx =

√
m

2πkT
e−mv

2
x/2kT dvx (A.2)

We are interested in the average velocity of molecules travelling in positive
x, given by

〈v+x 〉 =

∫ ∞
0

vx

√
m

2πkT
e−mv

2
x/2kT dvx =

√
kT

2πm
(A.3)

Putting it together, the number of collisions per area per time becomes

z = n

√
kT

2πm
=

pv
kT

√
kT

2πm
=

pv√
2πmkT

(A.4)

where we have used that the gas concentration n can be written as pv/kT ,
where pv is the vapor pressure of the gas, using the ideal gas law.

To obtain an expression for growth, we have to consider the net rate of
arrival of gas molecules. The net rate of arrival is the rate of gas molecules
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hitting the aerosol NP, zin, minus the rate of gas molecules leaving the NP,
zout. The evaporation rate zout is the same as eq. A.4, with pv replaced by
pd, the vapor pressure of the condensing gas over the NP. It is customary to
include a ”sticking coefficient” αC , that gives the probability of a condensing
gas species to be retained on the particle. The net rate of arrival of gas
molecues or atoms to the NP surface now becomes nz = (zin − zout)Ap,
where Ap = πd2p is the area of the aerosol NP of diameter dp. Using eq. A.4,
we get

nz =
πd2pαC(pv − pd)√

2πmkT
(A.5)

Eq. A.5 can be translated to rate of NP volume change as

dvp
dt

= nzvm (A.6)

where vm = M/ρNA is the condensing species’ volume. Since vp = d3pπ/6
we can write the change in NP diameter as

dvp
dt

=
dvp
ddp︸︷︷︸
=
d2pπ

2

ddp
dt
→ ddp

dt
=

2MαC(pv − pd)
ρNA

√
2πmkT

(A.7)

The vapor pressure pv for a material at a temperature T is tabulated; pd,
the pressure over a spherical particle, is given by the Kelvin equation:

pd = ps exp

(
4γM

ρRTd

)
(A.8)

where ps is the saturation vapor pressure, γ is the surface tension, M is the
molecular weight. We see that evaporation is significant at higher tempera-
tures and for NPs with small diameters d, leading to a slower rate of growth
for smaller NPs. Note that for net growth, the actual vapor pressure pv
needs to be greater than the saturation vapor pressure ps over the aerosol
NP, else pd > pv and the NP will shrink.
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Appendix B
Shell thickness of ideal core-
shell nanoparticles

Consider an ideal, perfectly spherical core-shell nanoparticle, where the
spherical core is made of some material A and the shell of some mate-
rial B. The volume of the core and shell are given by Vcore = 4π

3 r
3
core and

Vshell = 4π
3 (rparticle − rcore)3, respectively. Hence, we have

nA =
Vcore

V A
M

=
4π
3 r

3
core

V A
M

moles of material A (core material) and

nB =
Vshell
V B
M

=
4π
3 (r3particle − r3core)

V B
M

moles of material B (shell material) in the core-shell nanoparticle, where
V A
M and V B

M are the molar volumes of material A and B respectively. cB can
therefore be expressed as

cB =
nB

nA + nB
=

4π
3 (r3particle − r3core)/V B

M
4π
3 r

3
core/V

A
M + 4π

3 (r3particle − r3core)/V B
M

Solving for rparticle, we find

rparticle = rcore

(
cB/V

A
M − cB/V B

M + 1/V B
M

1/V B
M − cB/V B

M

)1/3

(B.1)

Noting that rcore = rparticle − tshell we can rewrite Eq. B.1 to

rparticle =
tshell

1− 1
/(

cB/V
A
M−cB/V

B
M+1/V BM

1/V BM−cB/V
B
M

)1/3
(B.2)
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Conversely, we can work out the shell thickness of a core-shell nanoparticle,
given its diameter and composition:

tshell =
dparticle

2

(
1− 1

/(cB/V A
M − cB/V B

M + 1/V B
M

1/V B
M − cB/V B

M

)1/3
)

(B.3)
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